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Introduction:  
In the crisis of Corona virus epidemic, the education of undergraduate 
nursing students has faced many challenges. Face-to-face training is closed 
and academics are forced to adapt to distance learning. As a result, nursing 
students may encounter unfamiliar technologies. This article provides 
examples of technologies used to provide nursing education. 

Material and Methods:  
This research is an applied study that was conducted in 2021 by systematic 
review method. Using the keywords of e-learning, nursing students, Corona 
virus and Covid-19 were found in various databases such as PubMed, 
Science Direct and Google scholar in the last two years (2019-2020) due to 
the prevalence of coronary heart disease. According to the inclusion and 
exclusion criteria of the study, which was the time period and English 
language of the articles, related articles were included in the study, their 
information was extracted and entered in the checklist, and finally the 
collected data were analyzed using descriptive statistics. Incoming and 
outgoing articles are reported using the PRISMA flowchart. 

Results:   
In this study, 275 English articles were found. After reviewing the articles, 
12 articles were included in the study. Studies conducted from 2019 to 2020 
in the field of e-learning for nursing students. In these articles, eight 
educational methods for educating nursing students have been introduced, 
and the use of cloud space for loading course materials and the use of 
software that can be installed on smartphones were mentioned in 83% of 
the articles. The use of Zoom, SoundCloud, Microsoft Teams and Blackboard 
Collaborate software for loading webinars was suggested in 91% of the 
articles. 

Conclusion:  
According to the findings of this article, it was found that most studies have 
been conducted to introduce applied software to provide practical courses, 
which due to the practical nature of many nursing courses, the software have 
a high capability. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The nursing profession is in an unprecedented 
situation due to the COVID-19 epidemic [1]. Nurses' 
training has also faced unprecedented conditions. 

Undergraduate nursing training programs generally 
offer a wide range of learning strategies. The Nursing 
and Midwifery Council and the European Union 
explicitly stated that nursing and assessment training 
should be provided in both practical and theoretical 
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areas [2, 3]. 

In the critical condition of the COVID-19 Pandemic, 
the Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC) has 
developed emergency standards for nursing and 
midwifery education that enable students in the last 
6 months of their studies to practice in private clinics 
while maintaining social distance. And be trained in 
special circumstances [4, 5]. 

The closure of universities has disrupted teaching 
and learning as we know it, and overnight there has 
been a need for a change in the way nurse education 
is provided. Nursing students should use digital 
technologies as a way to learn the theoretical and 
practical part of their nursing curriculum. In the other 
hand, the challenges facing undergraduate nurse 
teaching during the current coronavirus pandemic 
include shifting to a completely virtual approach to 
theoretical teaching and learning [6-9]. 

knowing the best technologies and expectations of 
the nursing students when faced with virtual 
education by technologies, is necessary for helping 
the education and teaching authorities to assign 
enough resources and re-orient university education 
for nursing students [10]. To be able to manage this 
situation in an imminent future, it is necessary to 
learn from the strong and weak points of the 
technologies. Technologies can play an important 
role during this pandemic, it aims to help instructors 
and universities facilitate nursing student learning 
during periods of universities' closure. Besides, most 
of the systems are free which can help ensure 
continuous learning during the Coronavirus 
pandemic [11-16]. 

With the improvement of technology and digital 
capabilities, new opportunities emerge. Sessions can 
be delivered either via established methods including 
webinars on Zoom, Blackboard Collaborate or 
Microsoft Teams for nursing students. All of these 
tools are accessible via a smartphone, tablet or a 
computer. The aim of this study is to collect and 
report all examples of technologies used to provide 
nursing education during COVID-19 [17-22]. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

PubMed, Science Direct and Google scholar were used 
to find studies and resources related to the use of 
technologies in the field of educating nursing 
students during COVID-19. English articles were 
searched from early 2019 to late 2010 using the 
educational Technologies, e-learning, nursing 
students, Corona Virus, and COVID-19 keywords. 

These words were often used separately and in some 
cases as a combination of two words. Due to the fact 
that there was no specific time limit at the beginning 
of the search, most of the relevant articles extracted 
were related to the mentioned years. Incoming and 

outgoing articles are reported using the PRISMA 
flowchart [23] in Fig 1. About 275 titles were found 
and duplicate titles were removed. Emphasis was 
placed on empirical and review studies in the field of 
using technologies for educating nursing students 
during COVID-19. Finally, 12 articles were chosen. 

The quality of the included studies will be assessed by 
the authors using appropriate instruments selected 
based on the type of each article. In case of 
disagreement, the consensus will be sought by the 
third reviewer. 

 

 

Fig 1: PRISMA flowchart 

RESULTS 

In this study, 275 English articles were found, which 
after a complete review of the texts, 12 articles were 
included in the study. The technologies that have 
been effective in the education of nursing students in 
the last two years are categorized in Table 1, which 
Zoom, Sound Cloud, Microsoft Teams and Blackboard 
Collaborate software were the most satisfactory ones 
from the users' point of view. The main usages of 
these programs are for webinars, virtual classrooms 
and Group work that are useful especially educating 
nursing students during the pandemic. 

Sound Cloud 

Sound Cloud is more than a streaming service, it’s an 
open global community for anyone especially for 
nursing students to upload any sound for immediate 
discovery. It is an easy way to share the professors’ 
podcast through this software [24]. 

Microsoft Teams  

Microsoft Teams is a good software for teamwork, 
which brings together everything a nursing team 
needs: chat and threaded conversations, meetings & 
video conferencing, calling, content collaboration 
with the power of Microsoft 365 applications. 
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Nursing students can also use Microsoft Teams to 
manage their personal life - chat, make plans, share 
shopping lists, tasks and even their location, 
coordinate events with family members or friends 
and make decisions quickly.  It can easily move 
between students’ work and personal account to stay 
organized throughout the day [2, 5]. 

Table 1: Classification of widely used technologies in 
educating of nursing students during covid-19  
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90% Sweden Audio podcasts 
 

Sound 
Cloud [24] 

 

1 

84% Microsoft Webinars/virtual 
classrooms 

Microsoft 
Teams [2] 
 

2 

72% America Webinars/virtual 
classrooms 
Activities 
(independent or 
group) 
 

Zoom [5] 
 

3 

50% America Webinars/virtual 
classrooms 
Group work 
 

Blackboard 
Collaborate 
[25] 
 

4 

Zoom 

That is a safe environment for meeting online. 
Nursing students can start or join a secure meeting 
with flawless video and audio, instant screen sharing, 
and cross-platform instant messaging - for free. It is 
one of the best communication experience on mobile 
[2, 5]. 

Blackboard Collaborate 

It can help students stay informed, up-to-date and 
connected. With the Blackboard app, nursing 
students can quickly view updates to their courses 
and content, they can take assignments and tests and 
actually view grades for courses, assignments and 
tests [25]. 

This application functions as a collaborative tool 
between the app software and the institution's 
Blackboard Learn server. Blackboard cannot 
guarantee that the content created by instructors or 
other users will be compatible with this app. Access 
must be enabled by the institution. Features and 
functionality may at times be limited if the institution 
has not updated the appropriate software or 
experiences server outages [25, 26]. 

DISCUSSION  

From this systematic review, Zoom, Sound Cloud, 
Microsoft Teams and Blackboard Collaborate 

technologies were the most important technologies 
that had been developed for educating nursing 
students especially during the COVID-19. 

Most of the technologies identified from this 
systematic review were for webinars and they were 
useful for Practical training. These technologies were 
developed to facilitate the connection between 
nursing students and professors to make the 
education easier [27]. 

These four technologies that are categorized in Table 
1 were user friendly and designed to ensure that most 
of the nursing students understood the application 
and used it effectively. 

Konrad et al. showed that the most important point 
was ensuring useful learning activities were used to 
successfully meet the learning objectives in nursing 
fundamentals clinical courses that were emergently 
switched to an online format. This was achieved with 
interactive case studies, web-based learning 
activities, written work, online communication 
activities by zoom, and class discussions. These 
online activities enabled transparent assessment of 
core learning objectives and students clinical 
reasoning abilities, despite the missing traditional 
patient care component [28]. 

Lee et al. showed that zoom app is becoming 
increasingly popular amongst nursing students who 
are learning practical courses [29]. Malso showed 
that zoom app as the one of the best one for educating 
especially for nurses students [30]. 

Correia et al. showed Microsoft Teams as the best app 
for videoconferencing for nursing students [31]. 
Blackboard Collaborate is also introduced as the best 
app for practical and theoretical courses for nursing 
students and it was showed by Leigh et al. [4]. 

Finally Udy-Janczuk showed Sound Cloud as one of 
the best apps for recording and making podcast for 
nursing students [32]. 

The analysis shows that technologies can be effective 
in educating the nursing students during the COVID-
19. This systematic review managed to identify 
certain technologies that can facilitate the nursing 
education in both theoretical and practical. 

CONCLUSION  

This systematic review has identified a variety of 
technologies that may be potentially useful to 
educate the nursing students during the spread of 
COVID-19. The majority of the technologies were for 
the purposes of meeting and webinars. However, 
these technologies, especially those for meeting, can 
be effective if they are advocated by the professors 
and universities. Governments can also benefit by 
encouraging their nursing students and professors to 
use these technologies during the pandemic. In 
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addition, the sharing of good practices across 
different countries with new technologies can enable 
governments to learn from each other. 

Finally, it is not clear when the universities will open. 
Therefore, the use of digital technologies in 
interaction with students and those health care 
practitioners who support the education and 
evaluation of students from within the clinical 
learning environment should be expanded.It is also 
very important that students feel supported by 
professors while engaging in clinical practice at these 
unprecedented times. 
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